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The Climate Conference in Berlin has recently ended with- 
out an agreement on targets for greenhouse gas reduc- 
tions. Enormous publicity surrounded the conference and 
expectations were extremely high, so it is not surprising 
that some observers say nothing was accomplished. The 
more cynical observersswiftly conclude that the confer- 
ence was simply an exercise in environmental hypocrisy. 
Narrow and short-sighted national economic self-interest, 
so it is argued, will never be ovetcome and will preventthe 

signing of an effective convention. 
The loud voices of coalitions - those of rich countries, poor countries, oil- 

produc~ng countries, and small island states, to mention but a few - all seem- 
ingiy taking positions most advantageous for themselves, are certainly some 
cause for despair. Far-sighted and persuasive leadership has clearly not yet 
emerged on the climate issue. 

Yet despite the clamor, some good things came out of Bedin. The sig- 
natoly countries restated and reinforced their commitment to developing mea- 
sures to reduce long-term greenhouse gas concentrations. They also agreed 
to begin experimenting with joint implementation, a mechanism which, in prin- 
ciple, promises to encourage collaboration between rich and poor countries 
and maximize benefits for both. The Berlin Conference clearly chalked up 
same successes. 

The question of how best to formulate workabte policies for greenhouse 
gases reduction is complex and uncertain. In the following pages three of my 
colleagues with sharply diverging views, David Victor, Julian Sait, and John 
Lanchbery, argue their respective positions cogently and persuasively. 

Heaithy science depends on free and open debate. It is easier to pub- 
licly express differences of opinion at a nongovernmental institution, espe- 
cially when the debate involves high-profile policy matters, as in the case of 
greenhouse gas reduction. The rich diversity of views at IIASA, and the abil- 
ity to express this diversity openly, is something we see as one of the insti- 
tute's special strengths. 

w 
Peter E. de Jdnosi 

Director 
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Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets 
What Sort, and How Soon? 

THE FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE INITIALED AT THE 1992 EARTH SUMMIT WAS ONLY A FIRST 

step in coordinating the international response to the threat of climate change: negotiators left it to 

their successors to work out detailed goals, mechanisms, and procedures. Debate since then has 

been intense, especially on the question of whether to adopt hard, legally binding national targets for 

reductions in emissions of greenhouse gases, especially carbon dioxide, IlASA has figured promi- 

nently in this debate. 
, 4 :  

r . , b a d  . 
In January 1995, just two months before negotiators gathered in Berlin for the first Conference of the 

Parties to the climate convention, Nature published a controversial article written jointly by David 

Victor, resident co-leader of IIASA's project on the Implementation and Effectiveness of International 

Environmental Commitments, and Julian Salt, a part-time research scholar in the project who is 

based at the University of Bradford, England. Victor and Salt argued strongly against negotiating new 

and hard reduction targets (Keeping the Climate Relevant, vol. 373, no. 6512, pp. 280-282). Within 

weeks a rebuttal was being passed around to climate negotiators and other interested parties. It was 

written and signed by, among others, John Lanchbery, another member of the IEC project at IIASA. 

The articles that follow are based on the Nature paper, the subsequent rebuttal, and a reply to the 

rebuttal that was circulated at Berlin. 

I R---'?rs s'-- '3 note that there is mucn common grouna. vlcror, bar, L; , ana rnelr co 

leagues in tne IEC project agree that the key to making the climate convention enecrlve - indeed, the 

key to making most international environmental agreements effective - is sound mechanisms for 

reporting and review of the actions of signatories. The debate is about, first, whether hard or soft tar- 

gets are more effective, and second, the impact of the negotiation of hard targets on the evolution of 

reporting and review mechanisms to support the climate convention. 



Hard Targets The Case Against 

C oNvENnoNPs WISDOM holds that the next step for an OECD countries that will easily meet the convention's 
effect~ve climate treaty is to negotiate binding tar- target. The worldwide trend to more efficient natural gas 
gets and timetables for controlling greenhouse lessens emissions of carbon dioxide, but it is unrelated 

gases. In fact we already have some targets and timeta- to fears of global warming. 
bles, and they are not being fully implemented. If new and This is not cause for pessimism. Nearly all these 
stricter commitments are negotiated prematurely, the countries are implementing some new policies at least 
treaty risks drifting away from the reality of what policies partially on the desire to control emissions of greenhouse 
can realistically be implemented and what will make it gases and meet the~r targets. A few have been active 
effective. implementers, but most have done little beyond simple 

The treaty will be more effective at controlling green- and inexpensive (usually free) measures. Developing real 
house effects in the long term if policies requires complex and 
the next few years are devoted to detailed national and sectoral 
building a base of national reports studies and forecasts. The cur- 
and a system for reviewing those Had t a r ~ b  rent targets have been useful 
reports. Most of the key conditions planning tools by focusing on the 
for an effective reporting and &@ kvhm needed actions; making them 
review system exist in nascent harder and stricter will not help. 
form, but complacencyis not jus- no .~@dnfmnf  @a 
tified: most other environmental 
agreements have failed on th~s 
score and thus faded to give ade- 
quate attention to what states 
actually implement. Negotiating 
even more targets should wait, 
because extensive debates on 
future commitments will give 
countries incentives to misreport 
and obscure current data on emis- 
sions, policies, and measures. 

Symbolic Targets 

predkt exactly Communication, Review, 
and Assessment 

wllat 8 wiPimphnt,  
More attention should be given to 

ebim if it ~nakes national reports on emissions and 
policies. Experiences in the 

a @?P)u~M effwt. OECD, the International Mone- 
tary Fund, the General Agree- 
ment on Tarrifs and Trade, and 
the International Labour Organ- 

isation, suggest that reporting, review, and assessment 
could lead to effective international environmental agree- 
ments . - 

The need for tough and legally binding targets is the cen- A nascent review system is under way in the climate 
tral policy goal of the greenhouse activist. Every protocol treaty. Our critics suggest that the encouraging early signs 
proDosal that was formally circulated amona deleaates are evidence that the revlew svstem can flourish alona- 
priorto the Berlin meetinghad a legally bindkg, numeri- 
cal, across-the-board target as 11s central element. 

The Framework Convention on Climate Change cur- 
rently includes a "soft" target, a loosely worded pledge 
by developed countries to return emissions of green- 
house gases to 1990 levels by the year 2000. That tar- 
get mainly reflects what governments were already pre- 
pared to commit. Of the OECD's 25 members, 23 are 
also covered by national or regional targets. 

In many countries it may appear that targets are hav- 
ing an effect when actually other stronger factors are at 
work. Market and labor reforms in the United Klngdom, 
for example, are drastically reducing the coal industry 
and, coincidentally, reducing carbon emissions. Ger- 
many's carbon emissions dropped 14.5 percent after uni- 
fication and the collapse of the eastern Germany econ- 
omy. Not surprisingly, the UK and Germany are the only 

side debates on targets and timetables. In fact, the $- 
mate information system has only passed the easiest hur- 
dles. Transparency of assumptions and modeling methods 
remains aserious problem. Without transparency it is sel- 
dom possible to discover whether governments are gen- 
uinely implementing (especially costly) measures or have 
merely adopted convenient assumptions. A future role for 
NGOs, among others, in performing independent checks 
depends crucially on much more progress in transparency. 

A targets debate now, espec~ally with governments 
not willing to implement much, will give extra incentives 
to obscure, massage, and leave "flexible" the underlying 
data. Already there are hints of this. Demand-side man- 
agement programs, a highly popular greenhouse policy, 
are virtually impossible to compare across countries - 
to see which are claiming genuine polic~es and which are 
unrealistic - because national reports don't report the 



data in a comparable format. The extent of the problem 
is unclear precisely because transparency remains low. 
The foundation for a useful information system is promis- 
ing, but still weak. 

Roads Less Traveled 

Avoiding targets at this stage could offer valuable time to 
consider other options. (We consider several in the orig- 
inal Nature paper.) Many who seek additional targets and 
timetables want a new treaty by 1997, but sorting out a 
sophisticated and realistic agreement will take longer. It 
is unfair and untenable for heavily nuclearized France to 
face the same percentage cuts as Germany, whose econ- 
omy is built on catbon-intenswe coal. Yet there are few 
agreed ideas about how to address the different starting 
polnts of countries. Now is the time to explore options, 
rather than rushing into across-the-board simple targets 
and timetables with little understanding of whether they 
can be implemented. Experience in many areas, such 
as controlling North Sea pollution and add rain in Europe, 
shows that simple across-the-board management mea- 
sures are economically and ecologically inefficient. 

If targets are pursued - notably for the period beyond 
2000, when theconvention's current tatget probably boes 
not apply - greater attention should be given to soft tar- 
gsts, not the hard (legally binding) fargets that environ- 
mental groups and activist countries want to adopt. 
Negotiating hard targets will lead to tortuous legal draft- 
ing, and ultimately to hard law with soft language, as in 
the current convention: a valuable symbol, perhaps, but 
no more effective. Better to have a precise but nonbind- 
ing target that would set a common pace for controlling 
greenhouse gas emissions. Such a target would be eas- 
ier to reach and thus more likely to be in force by 2000. 

Our Crltics 

Supporters of hard (and simple) targets often refer to the 
control of acid rain in Europe, especially the 30 percent 
emissions reduction target of the 1985 sulfur protocol. 
But the states that led the sulfur neootiations were sure 
that they could meet, and in most &ses greatly exceed, 
the target when they signed. For example, Norway had 
already met the target in 1985, and went on to achieve 
about 70 percent emissions reductions. Lead states' corn 
mitment to action gave them moral authority in dragging 
other states to reduce emissions. These lessons don't 
apply to the climate regime in 1995- the lead states are 
not on track to comply with, let alone exceed, the tough 
international targets they advocate (except Britain and 
Germany, where reductions in emissions are unrelated 
to environmental policies). 

Advocates of legally binding targets also point to the 
I Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone 
I Layer and its phase-out target for CFCs and Halons. For 
1 industrialized countries nearly all emissions control has 

been relatively easy to forecast and implement - condi- 
tions under which targets are effective. CFCs, Halons, 
and sulfur are not intrinsic to the modern economy: car- 
bon dioxide is. Hard targets are senselesswhen no gov- 
ernment can predict exactly what it will implement, even 
if it makes agenuine effort. 

Some of our critics have argued against the Nature 
paper because it gives "dangerous" arguments to the 
coal lobby, OPEC, and others who owose carbon con- 
trols. Our sin is to suggest that the climate negotiators 
abandon some of the conventional wisdom, notably hard 
targets, because it will lead to ineffective measures (as 
it has in the past). The regime is on the r~ght track but 
could be derailed by a new debate on targets. 

Finally, some people suggest that a debate on tar- 
gets could help by distracting unwanted political atten- 
tion from the review process. If the convention is to be 
effective, debates about commitments have to be real. 
That requires putting the debate about what states do - 
the implementation review process - at the center. It is 
hardly irrelevant or misleading to connect it to the debate 
on new commitments. An effective review process is the 
best way toconnect international law to the reality of what 
states can implement. 

Conclusions 
The arguments here lead to five practical lessons for the 
next few years of building an effective climate convention: 

Don't focus now on tough new targets and timeta- 
bles. The industrialized countries who must first con- 
trol their emissions haveenough targets. After 2000 
a soft (precise but nonbinding) target will be suffi- 
cient, if based on what is achievable. 
Give the process of gathering and reviewing infor- 
mation the political space needed to operate. 
Work hard to increase the utility of national reports, 
which are the backbone of the system. Governments 
must report fully and in a manner that anows com- 
parisons. In most environmental agreements this is 
a weak link . .. 

Support the secretariat that must manage the report- 
ing and review process. We estimate that initially the 
needs are modest, perhaps a dozen professionals, 
funded by stable commitments rather than the now 
popular system of voluntary trust funds. 
Design a multilateral consultative process so that 
questions about implementation can be effectively 
raised and reviewed. 
We estimate that two full cycles of reporting and 

review - three to six years, perhaps longer if it isn't taken 
seriously now - will be needed to ensure the foundation 
Is properly in place. 

David Victor and Julian Salt 
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Hard Targets The Case For 

I N THEIR PAPER, Keeping the Cl~mate Treaty Relevant, in 
Nature, and in their similar paper printed in this edition 
of Options, Dav~d Victor and Julian Salt argue against 

the inclusion of hard (legally binding) targets and tlmeta- 
bles for greenhouse gas emission limitation in the cllmate 
convention. They do so on the grounds that contentious 
debates on this topic might cause the convention to "rift 
away from the reality of what policies can realistically be 
implemented and what will make it effective." In particu- 
lar, they postulate that debates on targets and timetables 
will detract from the development of effective reporting 
and review processes which, they contend, are the key 
to effective implementation. They thus conclude that over 
the next few years the parties to the convention should 
concentrate on building up the nascent reporting and 
review processes in the convention rather than on nego- 
tiating legally binding commit- 
ments limitations on emissions. 

unfortunate linkage was not what the authors Intended 
and did not accurately reflect the views expressed in their 
paper, although they do advocate a three- to SIX-year 
delay in negotiations on targets, whlch they also propose 
should be nonbinding. Nevertheless, in the highly polar- 
lzed and politically charged debate at the INc and ~n Berl~n 
we were perceived to be opposed to the posltion of the 
majority of states (including nearly all OECD and G-77 
countries) that the commitments in the convention are 
inadequate and ought therefore to be revised. 

Tenuous Links 

On close readlng of their paper, I do not find that David 
and Julian give any hard evidence which supports a link 
between hard targets and review mechanisms. They mere- 

ly conclude that there is one. Nor, 
for that matter, do I find them con- 

While agreeing with David Noisy debates on the vinclng on another of their con- 
and Julian on the importance of elusions, which 1s that the con- 
reporting and review processes, adequacy of commitments vention should adopt soft (not 
I d~sagree with their theory that legally binding) rather than hard 
contentious debates on targets 
and timescales will adversely have ~ 0 n ~ f r ~ ~ f i ~ e I l y  
affect the development of the 
information gathering and assess- diverted attention from 
ment process. In common with 
many others who have routinely discussion of reviews 

targets. The evidence which they 
do cite is almost invariably open 
to several different interpretation. 
For example, they say near the 
beginning of their paper that the 
convention's current soft commit- 

attended meetlngs of the lnter- of implementation. ments do not represent much 
governmental Negotiating Com- more than what states are doing 
mittee, I conclude that the oppo- anyway and that such emission 
site is probably true. In addition, stabilization as has been achieved 
most relevant evidence from other stmiiar agreements is so far is largely as a result of factors unconnected with 
that the existence of, or negotiations on, hard targets has implementing the convention, all of which is true. But sure- 
little effect. either way, on the development of effective ly this is, if anything, an argument against soft targets? 
reporting and review processes. To couple the two In my opinion the only potentially substantial evi- 
processes as David and Julian have done thus seems dence that the authors cite, at some length, in their Nature 
irrelevant and misleading. paper concerns lessons learned from experience of the 

development of reporting and review processes in other 
Climate Politics agreements. They select as examples the OECD. IMF, ILO, 

and GAT. However, while interesting, this is perhaps not 
I make this point strongly because at the last negottating the most relevant experience to consider in relation to 
committee meeting in February, and at the Conference the cllmate agreement. All four regimes are strong com- 
of the Parties in Berlin in April, David and Jullan's paper, pared to the climate convention and, in any case, have 
which they circulated, had the effect of linking those in little direct bearing on environmental issues, although 
favor of the development of effective review processes indirectly the do have significant environmental effects. 
(such as myself, David, Julian, and other IEC colleagues) Better examples, would be those agreements concern- 
with the minority at the meeting which wished to take no ing atmospheric pollution, notably the ozone agreements 
action to revise and strengthen the convention. (The (the Vienna Convention on Substances that Deplete the 
minority was, essentially, the OPEC countries which think Ozone Layer and its protocols and amendments) and the 
that cutting carbon dioxide emissions would adversely Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution 
affect their oil revenues, which it probably would.) Thls (LRTAP, the acld rain agreement). It is worth discussing 



them here at some length. in much the same way as poss~ble commitments to emis- 
Both of the agreements have developed quite thor- sion reduct~ons in the climate convention. Regarding 

ough reporting and review processes while having also LRTAP, David and Julian make the point that the sulfur 
developed hard targets and timetables. Moreover, some dipx~de protocol to the agreement was implemented well, 
of the targets in both agreements were hotly debated and because it was fairly easy to do so, and that the nitrogen 
perceived as being difficult and expensive to implement, oxide protocol was implemented relatively poorly because 

Implementation and Effectiveness of 
International Environmental Commitments 

T he debate on these pages over greenhouse gas The two teams of researchers work together to 
targets reflects only a small part of IIASA's work explore domestic-international linkages, a topic now 

on international environmental commitments. The IEC at the forefront of research on politics and institutions. 
project began early in 1994 under co-leaders David By design, some of the cases studies overlap. 
Victor, resident at IIASA, and Eugene Skolnikoff, of 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Project 
members Dursue three comDlementarv lines of Building a Database on International w i m e s  

research. Past research on the effectiveness of international 
environmental aareements has ~roduced manv de- 

Hlstorfosl Case Studies and 
Comparative Resemh 

Two teams of scholars, one working principally at the 
domestic level and the other at the international 
level, are studying implementation of international 
agreements through historical analysis and case 
study comparisons. Each team asks two common 
questions. 

Flrst, how does the process of implementation at 
the domestic level affect the performance of interna- 
tional agreements? The focus is on participation in 
and access to the process. A better understanding of 
domestic implementation is needed to devise strate- 

tailed and usef; case studies; but samples 'have 
been small and systematic comparison is difficult. 
Four members of the project are constructing a data- 
base intended to allow systematic use of historical 
evidence from a large number of cases. Similar efforts 
in the past have often left crucial variables uncon- 
trolled and unexplored. This team will try to include all 
major variables related to effectiveness. 

Revisions to a draft data protocol should be fin- 
ished by the end of 1995. The goal is to code 50 to 60 
environmental agreements. The protocol will also be 
flexible enough to include nonsnvironmental cases, 
such as security or trade regimes. 

gies that turn words and agreements into changes in ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , , , , ,  and 
the behavior of the people and institutions that mat- . . 
ter most. 

Second, under what conditions does an interna- 
tional agreement evolve to stay close to what is imple- 
mentable? Agreements guide behavior to some 
extent, but they cannot drift far from the realities of 
what signatory countries want and can do. 

One team of researchers is conducting detailed 
comparisons of domestic implementation of four inter- 
national agreements across Europe. A parallel appli- 
cation of simllar methods to developing countries is 
planned. The team pays particular attention to issues 
of implementation in Russia. 

A second team studies international processes 
that influence implementation. Their focus is on pro- 
cesses of monitoring, performance review, verifica- 
tion, and enforcement. The primary line of research 
is detailed empirical studies of the roles of intema- 
t~onal review mechanisms. 

A game simulation is being developed to explore 
issues of institutional design, implementation, and 
compliance in international agreements. The exercise, 
tentatively scheduled for the summer of 1996, will be 
a dynamidsequential simulation of three decades of 
linked negotiations and policy-making regarding cli- 
mate change issues at domestic and international lev- 
els. Experts from many countries will represent 
national authorities, with key countries represented by 
teams of five to seven people. 

Project members involved in historical research 
also follow developments in new environmental agree- 
ments and, when appropriate, enter debates about 
their progress. In addition to the Framework Conven- 
tion on Climate Change, they track the Convention on 
Biological Diversity, the Convention to Combat 
Desertification, and the Montreal Protocol on Sub- 
stances that Deplete the Ozone Layer. 



its targets were morediflicult to attain. They make a sim- 
ilar point regarding the ozone agreements where, as the 
targets have become increasingly stringent, it has become 
more and more diicult to attain them. These points are 
factually correct but it does not follow that soft targets and 
timetables would have worked better than hard ones. Nor. 
more importantly in the context of this paper, does it fol- 
low that the negotiations on the tough targets and timeta- 
bles adversely affected the development of the reporting 
and review processes in the agreements. Indeed, it high- 
lights the fact that they developed ratherwell. Certainly 
well enough to clearly show up the deficiencies in imple- 
mentatLon which David and Julian mention. 

Crucially, when trying to find evidence relevant to the 
future development of the climate convention it would 
seem wise to try to draw concluslons from experience of 
its development so far. David and Julian outline some of 
the stages the development of the agreement but, again, 
cite no direct evidence of anv causal relations hi^ between 
debates about targets andimetables and the develop- 
ment of effective reporting and review processes. 

I would contend that the climate negotiations since 
Rio have shown that the noisy and contentious debates 
on the adequacy of the commitments in the convention 
(and on joint implementation) have constructively divert- 
ed political attention away from discussion of reviews of 
implementation and measures. Debates on how to per- 
form these revtews have been conducted in a noncon- 
frontational and informed manner in large part because 
the noisy and contentious political debates have been 
centered elsewhere. As a result, and as David and Julian 
mention in their Daoer. the convention has embarked on . .  . 
avery promising first review of implementatton and mea- 
sures in which the parties are participating with enthusi- 
asm. Thus the direct evidence so far is that if the climate 
convention is to develop really effective reporting and 
review urocesses, a contentious, noisy, and diversionary 
debateon hard targets for substantial emission reduc- 
tions may well prove helpful. 

What Really Happened 

Delegates to the climate conference in Berlin concluded 
that the current commitments - to stabilize greenhouse 
gas emissions at 1990 levels by the year 2000 - are not 
adequate, and set up an ad hoc group to begin negotia- 
tions on a protocol, or other legal instrument, to the con- 
vention. The group should complete its work by 1997, in 
ttmefor the p6tocol to be adopted by the third Conference 
of the Parties and to come into force in 2000. The aim will 
be "to set quantified limitation and reduction objectives 
within specifled time frames. . . for anthropogenic emis- 
sions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse 
gases" and to elaborate policies and measures to accom 
plish this goal. 

John Lanchbety 

It was aperiOd of turmllwuP change In Central and Eastern 
Ewope, and he provided I s$adying influence. Following the 
collapse of ~ . W  Union, he M eRxB to a m p  
Ukrakdan repmenlalion at IlASA in 1W he rejoind 
the cwndl as the first representative of UMm 
On b m b r  16 he died -. 

In June, at the neat mwthig d the IlASA Coundl, 
his formercplbagres wll consWer a proposal to establish a 
Vkdlmir 9, Mlkhakwlch Scholarship. The schdarsh'i 
wouldbe Wardsd for high achievement bya paftidpant 
in he inslitute's annual Young Scientists Summer Progem, 
a pmgram he was excepVmlly proud of. 



RESEARCH 
ORANTS 

Climate Change and 
Nigerian Agriculture 
The Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the UN has given IlASA a grant to 
support a case study of the possible 
impact of climate change on agricultur- 
al production in Nigeria. A multi-layered 
national GIS-based land resource and 
agricultural production information sys- 
tem will be created using available data 
sets. Agm-ecological zones methodol- 
ogy developed at IlASA will be expand- 
ed and used in conjunction with the 
land resource information to assess the 
effects of climatic shifts on agro-eco- 
logical potential, agro-economic pro- 
duction capacity, land degradation, bio- 
diversity, and other considerations. 
Similar methodology will also be used 
in a case study of Bangladesh. An ear- 
lier version was used in a recently com- 
pleted study of Kenya. 
Contact: Giinther Fischer 

Siberian Forest 
Resources 
Industry Canada has awarded IlASA a 
grant to support an ongoing study of 
the sustainable development of 
Siberia's forest resouces (see Options 
Winter '94). 
Contact: Sten Niisson 

VOC Expert Panel Meetlng 
16-17 January, Laxenburg, Austria. 
Eleven researchers and government sci- 

sored by AEA Technology, National 
Environmental Technology Centre, Cul- 
ham, UK. 
Contact: Zbigniew Klimont 

Models of Evolutionary Change 
20-22 January, Laxenburg, Austria. 
Some 30 economists, mathematicians, 
and other researchers at this workshop 
discussed a range of issues related to 
the modeling of technological and eco- 
nomic change. Subjects included the 
common features of current models, 
the ways in which they "explain" certain 
empirical phenomena, and the funda- 
mental building blocks at the core of 
evolutionary models. 
Contact: Giovani Dosi 

impediments to Exports in 
Small Transition Economies 
27-28 January, Laxenburg, Austria. 
TwGIve economists from 10 countries 
discussed the setup of a new IlASA 
research effort involving national case 
studies of impediments to export 
growth in eight countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe. 
Contact: Jdnos Gacs 

Global Water in the 21st Century 
20-22 February, Laxenburg, Austria. 
Seven experts discussed a wide range 
of issues with the objective of identily- 
ing alternative areas for future research 
at IlASA regarding freshwater resour- 
ces. Three topics were identified. A fol- 
lowup meeting in June intends to pro- 
duce a draft call for proposals to be 
reviewed by the institute's steering 
committee on global environmental 
change research. 
Contact: Liislld Szomiyddy 

RhinelBlack Trlangle Policy 
Comparisons 
2-3 March, Laxenburg, Austria. 

lent in the Ruhr of Germany and the 
istrict of Katowice, Poland. Some 15 

researchers from both natural and so- 
cial sciences discussed various aspects 
of the historical record and current 
state of pollution, remediation, and poli- 
cies in both areas. 
Contact: Barnes Bier& 

International Financial instruments 
for Environmental investments in 
Central and Eastern Europe 
23-24 March, Laxenburg, Austria. 
This workshop brought together 50 
representatives of environmental min- 
istries and academics from Central and 
Eastern Europe, staff of international 
financial institutions and other organi- 
zations (World Bank. EBRD. EIB. EU, 
OECD), and bilateral aid donors. The 
purpose was to discuss the efficiency 
of international support for environmen- 
tal investments in Central and Eastern 
Europe and ways to enhance interna- 
tional aid. The workshop recommenda- 
tions will be incorporated in a report to 
the next European environment minis- 
ters meeting, to be held in Sofia in 
October. The workshop was cospon- 
sored by the Austrian and British min- 
istries of the environment. 
Contact: Ger Klaassen 

Economic Growth 
26-28 March, Ottawa, Canada. 
Thirty economists including 12 mem- 
bers of the network of IIASA's project 
on Technological and Economic Dy- 
namics, met to discuss issues of long- 
term economic growth. The conference 
was cosponsored by the Canadian 
Institute for Advanced Research. 
Contact: Giovanni Dosi 

Modeling Land Use and 
Land Cover Change in Eumpe 
and Northern Asia 

entists from ~ u r o ~ e  andCanada attend- The purpose of this workshop was to 3-5 April, Laxenburg, Austria. 
edthis workshoo todiscussemissionsof , discuss Dossible aDDr0ache.s for a Some 30 scientists from northern Asia. ~ ~ . . 
air pollutants, especially volatile organic comparison Of environmental manage- 1 Europe, and the USA met to discuss 
compounds, from the petrochemical the direction of a new liASA project on 
industry, organic chemical industry, and land use and land cover change. Areas 
solvent use. The VOC panel is one of sev- Gopher Out, Web In of discussion included historical chan- 
era1 expert panels established by the ges in land use in the study region, 
UNIECE Task Force on Emission Inven- AS of June 1, the IlASA gopher will sectorai lessons from agriculture and 
tories. ThetasK lorce ;s a broad eftort by be no more. Infernet usem can find lorestry, socioeconomic drivers ana 
the co-ntres of tne UN/ECE (the USA. aN information that was on the interactions between human and natur- 
Canada, and most countries of Europe) , gopher, and more, on IIASA's ' al systems, problems of modeling eco- 
to develop a consistent, unified method- World Wide Web server: 1 system and agricultural patterns, as 
o~ogy tor inventories of emissions of air h"p:/,-.llam.ac.at,~ei~me.html well as issues of project integration. 
pollutants. This workshop was cospon- , Contact: Giinther Fischer 



NEW 
PUBLlCATlONS 

new projeci on Land Use and Land 
Cover Change: Akio Bito (Japan), 
from the Department of Education at 
the Yamanashi University, Kofu, Nikita 
Pisnlatchevski (Russia), from the 
Foundailon for Agrarian Development 
Research, Moscow, Vladimlr Stol- 
b w o i  (Russ~a), from the Dokuchaev 
So11 Institute, Moscow, Jel le van 
Minnen (The Netherlands), from the 
Environmental Forecasting Bureau at 
the National Institute of Public Health 

Forthcoming Meetings and Environmental Protection, Biltho- 
ven, and Mingcha Zhao (People's Re- 

S p o n s o ~ o r w ~ n S O I e d b y ' l A S A  publ~c of Chlna), from the Institute of 
Geography of the Chinese Academy of The follow~ng book rs now avarlabie May 11-16: Ecology and Evolution of Sciences, Beijing, 

Mutualism. Contact: Karl Sigmund from books~llers or from the publisher 

June 10-14: Expeit Meeting on Popu- 
Michael APPs (Canada), from the Output Decline in Eastern Europe: 
Northern Forestry Centre, of the Cane- Unavoidable, External Influence or lation Estimates and ProiectiOns' In dian Forestry Service, Edmonton, has ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ d ~ ?  

Cairo. Contact: joined the Forest Resources project. R. Holzmann, J. Gdcs, G W~nckler, 
ed~tors. Kluwer, Dordrecht, The Nether- June 12-17' NonsmooM and Barnes Bierck (USA), from CDM Inter- lands. ssN 0-7923-3285-~, 

tlnuous Optimi=tion and Applications. national, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
Contact: Andre Ruszwyiisk~ has joined the Long-Term Environmen- 

tal Policy Planning project. 
June 20-22: international Energy 

Contact: Leo Schratten- Walter Fontana (Italy), from the Uni- 
Reports 

hoher versity Of Vienna, and Lelponen The foilowing reports are now avail- 
(Finland), from the Research Institute able for US each, Forpayment by June 27-29: Evolut~onary Processes of the Finnish Economy, Espoo, have 

of Growth and Development-Histortes joined the Technological and Economic 
Vise or Mastercard, please send the 

and Thewies. Contact: Glovanni Dosi number of your credit cam! its expiry 
Dynamics project. dale, and a copy of your signature to 

June 29-July 1: imped~ments to Ex- NASA Publications. A complete publi- 
Daniel Perlmutter (USA). from the -tiom list and is on the ports in Small Transition Economies. of Pennsylvania, has joined 

Contact: Jdnos Gdcs NASA as an Institute Scholar. 
WWW at httpd/www.hsa.sc.at/. 

July 3-5: Evaluation of Ukraine's GATT 
Membership and Aiternatlves. Contact: 

Warren Sanderson (USA), an IIASA 
0, Badly Behaved D,,namlc.: Some 

Joe Peck 
alumnus from the State University of Applications of Generalized New at Stony has Schemes to Technological and Eco- 

July 13-15: Restructuring of Applied 
the Population project. nomic Change. 

G. Dosi Y.M. Kaniwski. Reprinted from in Russia' Contact: Jdnos G;ics Peter Zapfel (Austria), from the Uni. the Jo&,al of Evolutionw EWnmics, 
versity of Economics and Busmess, 

Val, 4, No,2, 1gg4, July 16-20: Dynamics and Control I Vienna, has jo,ned the Trwshoundary 
Systems. In Sopron, Hungary. Contact: Pollution prolect, 
Arkadii Kfyazhimskii I Knowledge Diatrlbutlon and Coor- 

dination in Organlzatlona: On Some 
July 27 - 29: Test Run for Simuiation- , Soclal Aspects of the Explolfatlon 
Gam~ng Exercise. Contact: Edward . - . vs Exploration Trade-off. 
Parson L. Marengo. Reprinted from the Revue 

lntefnatronal de Systemique Vo1.7, 
In March two NASA scientists were ho- No,5, pp, 553-571 ,1993 

September 4-8: Advances in Method- ' nored by the international N.D. Kon- 

T. Keith Qlennan 

First Head of the U.S. National 
Aeronautics and Space 

Admlnistratim and a valued 
supporter of IRSA during 

Its formative yean. 

'logy and Software In DSS' Contact: 
Marek MakowsM 

An Emission Inventory for the Cen- 
tral European Initiative 1988. 
Z. Klimont, M. Amann, G. Klaassen, 
J. Cofala, F. Gyarfas, W. Schopp. 
Reprinted from Atmospheric Environ- 
ment\/01.28, No.2, pp. 235246, 1994. 

dratleff Foundation at a conference in Greenhouse Gas CH,: 
st  Petersburg. Ce=re MaEhetti was and Sinks, Ule of 

Options and Costs of Controlling 
Ammonla Emissions in Europe. 
G. Klaaseen. Repnnted from European 
Review of Agricultural Economics 
21(1994):219-240. 

awarded a silver medal for his work Growth, Possible Interventions. 
1 related to Kondratieff's ideas on eco- Heilig, Reprinted from Popu,at,on 

nomic cycles, and Tlbor VaWo was and Environment: A Jam/ of 
Full- and part-f~me given a Kondratieff memorial medal 'Or discjp/jnary Studes Vd.16, No.2, No- 

his activities in the 1980s to support vember 1994, 
The foilowina scientists have loin& the research on long waves. 
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